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Adyghe, a polysynthetic Northwest Caucasian language, at first glance shows incredible
freedom in relativization (see [1; 2] for some details). Generally, most arguments expressed
by person prefixes (either in the predicate or in the possessed noun or postposition) can be
relativized by means of the replacement of the corresponding prefix with the relative one, the
only  exception  being  the  relativization  of  the  absolutive,  which  retains  the  form  of  the
predicate, with a null absolutive prefix. Due to the enormous possibilities of the expression of
arguments within polysynthetic complexes, this means that Adyghe can relativize
morphologically even such roles as REASON or MANNER (1). Further, Adyghe allows “multiple
relativization”, where all the syntactic roles of the relativized participant are marked (2).

(1) wE-qE-z-C&’e-KWa-Re-r
  2SG.SO-INV-REL-REASON-go-PST-ABS

‘the reason why you have come’

(2) z-jate    Q-jE-kartine      Q-ze-s-tE-Re-r
REL-father 3SG-POSS-picture     3.SO-REL-1SG-give-PST-ABS

  ‘the one whosei father presented himi with his picture’

Despite this, Adyghe relativization shows a few non-trivial constraints whose preliminary
description is given below.

• “Island constraints” in Adyghe prohibit relativization from coordinate structures and other
relatives. The latter fact actually implies the ban on relativization from some other kinds of
subordinated clauses that are also relatives structurally. But embedded clauses that are not
based on relativization can host a relative marker, in which case, however, a relative prefix
usually appears in the main clause of the relative complex:

(3) sE-qe-zE-wEbEtE-n-C&’e se sE-z-S’E-S’Ene-re c&Ef-xe-m
  1SG.SO-INV-REL-catch-FUT2-INS I   1SG.SO-REL-LOC-be.afraid-BCG person-PL-ERG
  ‘people such that I am afraid that they will catch me’

• Multiple relativization sometimes is optional. Especially where the relativized participant
shares roles expressed by prefixes both in the main predicate and some other constituent, the
relative  prefix  as  a  rule  may  occur  within  the  predicate  only  (cp.  4  with  2  above)  and  not
within the relevant non-predicate constituent only. When all the coreferent prefixes turn out to
be outside of the predicate, either of them can be replaced with the relative marker (5).

(4) a. jate        Q-jE-kartine     Q-ze-s-tE-Re-r
   3SGi/j+father  3SG-POSS-picture   3.SO-RELi-1SG-give-PST-ABS
 b. z-jate      Q-jE-kartine       Q-ze-s-tE-Re-r

RELi-father    3SG-POSS-picture      3.SO-REL*i/j-1SG-give-PST-ABS

(5)  a.  [z-jate / jate]         [zE-deZ’ / E-deZ’] sE-Q-S’E-dje{e-S’tE-Re-r
  [REL-father / 3SG+father] [REL-to / 3SG-to]   1SG.SO-3SG-LOC-help-POT-PST-ABS
   ‘the one whosei father I helped at hisi home’
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• Usually multiple relativization is impossible if the relativized argument has an absolutive
role (6):

(6) zE-S Q-Q-fe-s-S’a-Re-r
REL-brother 3.SO-3SG-BEN-1SG-carry-PST-ABS

     ‘the one to whosei brother I carried him*i/j’

The nature of most (or even all) of these constraints can be thought not to be language-
specific.  Island constraints are found in many languages [3]. As concerns the last two
constraints, though they seem to be specific for Adyghe (and possibly for its close relatives),
they  too  may  manifest  general  tendencies.  The  first  of  them  possibly  reflects  the  different
capacity of different arguments in partaking in relativization structures (see, for instance, [4]),
and  the  ban  on  multiple  relativization  when  one  of  the  relativized  syntactic  roles  is  that  of
absolutive may be related to the undesirability of the use of two relativization strategies
within the same construction.

However, simple relating of the constraints discussed above to (presumable) typological
regularities does not explain why these constraints are present in Adyghe and why they occur
exactly to the degree we observe. Presumably, at least some of the constraints on
relativization in Adyghe can be motivated by peculiarities of its clause structure, but this is
yet to be elaborated.

Abbreviations: ABS = absolutive, BCG = background, BEN = benefactive, ERG = ergative, FUT2
= “future 2”, INS = instrumental, INV = inversive, LOC = locative preverb, PL = plural, POSS =
possessive, POT = potential, PST = past tense, REL = relative prefix, SG = singular, SO =
absolutive prefix.
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